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Heels Down – Getting to the Body Basics
By Gail M. Field

© copyright usf.edu

How many times have you heard the term “heels down” during your training as a rider? Perhaps
as an instructor, it is your mantra. “Heels down” is an established and universally accepted part
of the pedagogy of riding instruction. So, what’s the big deal?
Actually, having the heel down is only part of the story. The movement in the joint is what is
important to the rider. Freedom of movement in the ankle allows its shock-absorbing properties
to function. For the shock-absorbing properties of the ankle joint to function optimally, the heel
must go down as the horse’s motion influences the rider. While the ankle is at rest, the heel can
be level or nearly so, depending on the stirrup length. Jumping length will encourage a deeper
heel than dressage or flat length.

Novice riders often try to lower their heels by forcing them down. Jamming the heels down only
pushes the foot ahead of the leg, throwing off the balance of the body. It also locks all the joints
above the heel, causing overall stiffness. This is due to a line of myofascial connection that starts
at the toes and continues, from bone, to ligament, to tendon, etc., connecting your whole back.

Jammed heels also affect the rider’s balance because it interferes with reflex points in the ankles
that help the body know where it is in space. The first two major receptors for balance are the
eyes, seeing the horizon, and the inner ear. The third is proprioception receptors in the ankles.

A relaxed ankle will automatically come to rest with the heels somewhat down, as long as the
stirrup iron hits the rider’s boot above the sole. The stirrup should act as a footrest, allowing the
heel to drop. Anatomically speaking, the heel is down naturally in the foot. The large calcaneus
(heel bone) of the foot curves down and back.

One issue that will affect the flexibility and relaxation of the ankle joint is how the foot rests within
the rider’s boot. If the toes and foot are clenched (like a bird holding onto a perch) the ankle will lose
a great deal of its range of motion. Tension in the foot will seriously affect the movement in the ankle
joint because the muscles, tendons, and ligaments that originate in the foot continue up the leg.
Continued on Page 8

President’s Message
by Peggy Brown

Once upon a time, when I was a horse crazy but horseless child, I would accompany my
mother to the grocery store. There, a wonderful mechanical horse was located near the
door for children to ride. Back then, it cost about five cents for a ride. Mother would not
allow me to spend five cents for an actual ride, but she would allow me to sit on that horse
while she shopped. It was a great thrill for me because that mechanical horse had a
genuine leather western horse saddle. Those were great rides, never to be forgotten!

SOFT EYES
Soft Eyes allows for a

greater field of vision,

more awareness of your

own and your horse’s

body, less tension, and
easier, freer forward

movement.

Kandace York, a Centered Riding friend of mine, was also a horse crazy but horseless kid.
To this day, she puts money (it costs 25 cents now) into the mechanical horse at stores so
that the next child who climbs aboard and presses the button will get an unexpected,
surprise ride! Wow, what a thrill for that child and what a great thing for Kandace to do.

For all of us who are still able, it’s important to make sure we take time out of our busy lives
to ride. After all, isn’t this why we got involved with horses and teaching to begin with? It is
so easy to put aside our own riding because we get too busy taking care of everyone and
everything except ourselves. Before we know, it riding becomes difficult or painful, or we
may even feel too anxious or fearful to ride.
Sally Swift rode until she was 80 years old. She understood how important it is for her
Centered Riding instructors to be riders who continue to practice and refine their riding
skills. Sally structured the Instructor Clinics, Updates, and Upgrades to require us to ride
and to grow in our own riding proficiency. Sally was a wise woman and a lifelong horsewoman.

Susan Harris has a wonderful way of
expressing this idea: “Your riding is a
laboratory for your teaching, and your
teaching is a laboratory for your riding.” Use your riding to improve your
teaching, and use your teaching to
learn and grow in your own riding.
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Evelyn Romanow rides Store Pony with the help of
her grandmother Nicole Vasseur.

When I ride, I teach myself the lessons
that I am teaching to others. I experiment with new things I have read
about, or learned in lessons or clinics.
I try to duplicate riding problems or
styles that I may see in my students.
This helps me feel and understand
what is really happening in their bodies. I can then advise them on what a
new movement pattern or riding skill
Continued on Page 5

Centered Riding Inspires Young Riders
by Rachel Strickland

A student who has ambition is every riding instructor’s dream. An ambitious student makes riding
a priority, is willing to adapt to critiques, and always smiles, even when frustrated. Many students
mirror their trainer’s instruction. Trainers beam with satisfaction when their student performs
well, especially in the show world. I have felt happiness, joy, and success from just seeing my
trainer’s smile as I leave the dressage ring at competition, knowing that I just rocked it! There
aren’t enough words to describe the relationship between trainers and their riders.

Three-and-a-half years ago, I began taking lessons from Donna Bishop, Level II Centered Riding
instructor. I had my mind set on becoming a jumper rider. But somewhere along the way, I fell in
love with dressage, and I still love it.
At the beginning, although I wanted to jump, Donna taught me the basics of Centered Riding, as
a foundation for my riding. Later, I was able to apply those basics to dressage. In August 2016,
I’m off to college to ride on a hunter-jumper team. Thanks to Centered Riding, I know I have a
solid foundation in place to be a great rider for the school.
Centered Riding is truly universal in its application. There are many different organizations that
can certify trainers. Centered Riding is, of course, one of the great ones. It is one of the few
organizations that apply to many different equestrian disciplines.

The fact that Centered Riding is so universal is also an eye-opener for me, as a rider. I can
watch other riders, and know right away whether they are centered and have an independent
seat. I can also tell whether they are relaxed, have clear intent, and are enjoying their ride. When
I observe a rider who isn't centered or is tense, I can come up with a solution. Not only does this
allow me to evaluate other riders, but it also shows how lucky I am to have found Centered Riding.
I truly believe I wouldn’t be the rider I am today without Centered Riding.
Centered Riding helps me when I compete. I never feel worried about riding in the warm-up ring
or in the show arena. I believe such worries come from lack of preparation. At my last competition, I received some of my highest scores to date, and won first place in both of my classes!

My first ride was on “Mafeno Von Matterhorn,” known as Duke. He is a 19-year-old Haflinger
gelding who has had no dressage training and back in the day, ploughed a garden. People were
shocked to learn Duke was 19 years old. In the Introductory Level Test A, we received a score
of 71.25 percent! That was his very first show and he rocked it! Centered Riding helped me a
lot by allowing me to focus on the horse and the aids I needed to use while still maintaining an
independent seat.

COMPARABLE
PARTS
The horse is your mirror.
His body reflects yours.
Your horse will be tight

where you are tight. Your
horse will be crooked

where you are crooked.
Achieve harmony by
finding balance and

alignment in yourself.

Later on that day, I rode “Alfalfa
Sprouts,” known as Sprout. He comes
with an impressive resume in dressage
and jumping. Sprout did a fantastic
job! In the Training Level Test 2, we
received a score of 72.5 percent! It
was so rewarding to achieve even one
first place, let alone two! This was the
first time I had won a class at a venue
the horses weren’t comfortable with.
Donna and I were jumping up and
down with joy!

All in all, I am proud to say I am a Centered Riding student! It has helped me develop an independent seat, which I can apply to all sorts of horses and disciplines. When other trainers
compliment me on my seat and hands, I can't help but smile. In college, I will be with a different
trainer, but I hope to continue taking Centered Riding lessons. Centered Riding is an organization
everyone should join and can benefit from! n

Rachel Strickland is an 18-year-old Riding Member of Centered Riding. She lives in Berea, Kentucky, U.S.A.
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Centered Riding® (CR) Inc.

Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, March 16, 2016

Peggy Brown requested shortened BOT
minutes be sent to Level IV Committee. Carol
Parker reported on: two e-blasts from BOT to
members concerning troublesome correspondence to members and others; and an Update
Clinic violation, now resolved.

ALLOW
Don’t force changes!
Allow them to happen.

Annelie Andersson-Beck presented monthly financial reports for January and February. She
explained some superfluous information currently appearing on the Balance Sheets, which
Centered Riding’s Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) will amend after receipt of
adjusting entries. She also presented the Financial Summary for 2015, and a Financial
Summary Comparison Report for 2012
through 2015.
Annelie reported the 2015 Centered Riding
Symposium net profit at about $132 at present, and once outstanding advertising invoices
are paid, it will increase to about $1,000. It will
cost about $1,000 to mail 2016 membership
stickers to members. Annelie reported that
total CR resources are $96,857.
Marie Westlake, Executive Office, attends to the
Office’s extensive communications requests,
manages ongoing tasks and special projects,
and is preparing the 2016 Membership Directory.
Marie and Annelie are working with CR’s Chartered Public Accountant on the 2015 tax return.
Several committees reported, as follows:

Administrative Policies & Procedures: Sam
Morrison will contact Committee Chairs and
others for input.

Communications: Mary Trafford reported writing/editing support on: survey questions; Sally
Swift Birthday Celebration material; e-bulletins; and 2015 Annual Report.

Education: Susan Harris reported; EQUUS
Magazine gave permission for CR to post Sally
Swift article on website; and radio interview of
Sally Swift is on the CR Facebook page, and it
is hoped it can be posted on the CR website.
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Grievance Resolution Committee: No new
grievances.

Level II Committee Report: Carol Parker an-

nounced Level II Upgrades: Brenda Messick,
USA, and Daniela Arthold, Austria; one application is pending.
Level IV Committee: Karen Irland is Acting
Chair while Gail Field unavailable. Riia
Makkonen, Finland, upgraded to Level III.

Liaison Report: Sam reported on recent
successful e-blast; three new US regional
representatives:
South Atlantic Region – Carol Burdick;
South Eastern Region – Donna Bishop; and
North Pacific/Alaska – Alys Culhane.

Publications: Spring 2016 newsletter is ready.
Sponsorship: Regina Liberatore recruited two
Level I Instructors and one Rider Member to
the Committee, and is seeking assistance
from someone familiar with grant-writing.

Strategic Planning: Carol Parker reported
surveys are ready for distributed as follows:
English long survey (to BOT, Committee
Chairpersons, Representatives and Liaisons,
Level IV clinicians/Level IV Apprentice clinicians,
and Past Presidents); English short survey
(English/miscellaneous language); Dutch long
survey (recommended list of individuals);
Dutch short survey (Dutch-speaking members);
and Finnish short survey (Finnish-speaking
members). A short version of the survey is
also available in German. (English, German,
Dutch, and Finnish were languages available
for the short version.)
Trademark: Regina Liberatore discussed procedure for resolving trademark infringements.

Symposium: Ylvie forwarded photos from 2015
CR Symposium; these are now on the CR website. Videos will be forwarded to the Video Committee’s review. Ylvie will prepare “call” for
volunteers to be 2017 Symposium Chair.
Video Committee: The Committee seeks a
Manager, whose tasks will be to edit and
upload the videos to the website.
Volunteers: One volunteer application has
been received and the Chair will follow up.

Website: Deb Moynihan and Kathy Culler are
developing country pages.

Continued on Page 14

President’s Message ... Continued from page 2

feels like, and help them discover it for
themselves. The more I ride, the better I
teach and the better I feel.

Hold fast to your love of horses and your
love of riding. Dust off your boots, climb
aboard, and put that quarter into the slot.
Enjoy the motion, the excitement and the
fun! Have a great summer, and make sure
that you schedule time to ride every chance
you have to get into that saddle. You’re a
good rider, a good teacher, and your riding
is time is well worth it!!

High Ho, Silver!!!!

Peggy

Peggy Brown n

Thank you to Gabriele Vocke for the translation
of the President’s Message into German.

The First-Ever Centered Riding Creativity Workshop
by Alys Culhane

In January, 2016, I suggested to Mary Trafford
and Susan Harris that a Centered Riding (CR)
creativity workshop would be a great idea and
that someone should organize it. Little did I
know we’d make it happen!
In a CR creativity workshop, participants
explore the artistic connections inherent to
horses and the visual and literary arts. The
first-ever such workshop was held June 10 to
12, 2016, at Hillcroft Stables in Schenectady,
New York, a CR facility owned and run by
Sally Bauder and Karol McKarty. The workshop leaders were Susan Harris and me;
Mary Trafford was supposed to co-teach, but
a family matter prevented her attending.

Susan, who lives in Cortland, New York,
arrived with a rolling suitcase containing
books and art supplies. I live in Palmer,
Alaska, and could only bring small items.
Mary e-mailed us notes on writing and
journal material.

Prior to the workshop, Susan, Mary and I
developed a schedule. We included sessions
on body awareness, drawing, journalling and
free-writing, and of course, riding.
The weekend started with a Friday afternoon
meet-and-greet, where two participants said

they wanted to work on their seat, so we made
sure the mounted sessions included seatbased exercises.
The five participants – Lauren, Kelly, Madison,
Meghan, and Rita – ranged from 10 to 60-plus
years of age. Each rode or owned horses that
reside at Hillcroft, and all were familiar with the
CR basics.

The workshop fee included three home-cooked
meals each day. Karol’s wonderful cooking
contributed greatly to the workshop’s success.
During our meals together, we enjoyed in-depth
conversation focused on Centered Riding.

BREATHING
Proper breathing

reduces tension and
fatigue, lowers your

center of gravity, engages
your deep inner muscles,
and helps your horse
become quieter and
more responsive.

On Saturday morning, Susan provided us
with large sheets of sketch paper and
showed us how to start drawings, using
scribble techniques. Within minutes, everyone
was working on a drawing. Rita and Susan
worked together on a computer, developing a
horse portrait.

After the riding session, Susan encouraged
everyone to go into the barn area and write
about and/or draw the horses. I caught a
glimpse of Meghan, the youngest rider, sitting
on the floor, immersed in her work. Raleigh,
the horse she rides, snorted softly and every
so often, riffled her hair.
Continued on Page 8
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Centered Riding Rider Recognition Rewards Program
by Donna Bishop

The Centered Riding (CR) Rider Recognition
Rewards Program is a fun way to keep students motivated. It helps students set a goal
and stay consistent in their lessons while working to fulfill that goal. The exciting part is knowing a prize awaits them upon completion.

As the owner/instructor at a small barn/lesson
program, I believe it is important to help my
students reach their goals. It is also important
for my students to communicate and connect
with each other, forming a support system.

Recently, five of my students joined the CR
Rider Recognition Program. Most of them take
one lesson a week; two of them come twice a
week. Their required hours of Centered Riding
lessons and bodywork/groundwork accumulate
quickly. At the end of each lesson, the riders
look forward to me signing their rider journal.

To help the riders gain credit for part of the
bodywork portion of the requirements, I
scheduled a “girls’ day out” that included a
Feldenkrais lesson. It was a great way to introduce them to the Feldenkrais Method, one of
the elements of movement Sally Swift recognized as beneficial, complementing Centered
Riding. All the students enjoyed the lesson, and
agreed they were more relaxed and much more
flexible at the end than at the beginning.

I think the Rider Recognition Program is an
asset to the lesson program I have in place
already. Why? It unites the students as a group
and gives them something in common. It will
keep them motivated to reach a goal. And it
helps create a social environment at the barn
that is both fun and educational.

I also think the program is an aid in the learning
process. As the students engage in 30 hours of
Centered Riding lessons and 10 hours of bodywork/groundwork, they develop a great foundation in the CR basics. In addition, these five
students will be on the way to discovering what
Sally Swift discovered when she studied the
effects of bodywork, and how it can improve
and influence the rider.

If my students hadn’t joined this program, they
might never have taken a Feldenkrais lesson
or explored any of the other modalities of movement I have experienced, as a CR Instructor.
As they complete the requirements of this
program, I look forward to supporting them and
providing them with more “girls-day-out” adventures!
Tai Chi class, here we come! n

Donna Bishop is a Level II Centered Riding Instructor living in Paint Lick, Kentucky, U.S.A.

CENTERING
Centering takes you to

your center of control and
energy, deep in

the lower body, making

your seat stable and

secure. Centering

techniques can help

you achieve the quiet

power and clear intent

which characterize the ori-

ental martial arts.

The back row (left to right): Reina Mecham, Rachel Strickland, Donna Bishop. Front row (left to
right): Olivia Williams, Kaleana Scott, Jessi Adcock.
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Heels Down – Getting to the Body Basics... Continued from page 1

If the ankle joint is held stiffly down, the ankle
cannot act as a spring. If the ankle is locked,
particularly through conscious effort, it will
affect all the joints of the leg above. The converse is also true. Locked joints above the
ankle will affect the flexibility of the ankle.

Some people have tight or short hamstrings,
which will affect their flexibility. Hamstring
stretches are often helpful for this, particularly
for those who frequently wear high-heeled shoes.
Another helpful exercise is to roll a tennis ball
with your bare foot, working the entire surface
of the foot. The myofascial line that connects
to your hamstrings continues across the sole
of the foot. Working this line may help with
your flexibility, as well.

GROUNDING
Grounding results in

better balance, security,

and stability, through

increased awareness of

your connection to your
horse and the ground

through your seat bones
and feet.

On the other hand, the tendons of the legs can
be overstretched to the point where they are
no longer doing their job properly. I once had a
student who diligently worked on so hard on
getting her heels down, that when viewed from
the front, the entire sole of her boot could be
seen. This is an ineffective posture.

Some riders try to remedy the heels-down
issue with angled stirrups, stirrup treads, or
jointed/ flexing stirrups. These tend to increase
the stiffness of the rider’s ankle. The angled
devices serve to lock the joints, and only give
the appearance of the rider having her/his
heels down. The flexible stirrups end up doing
the work that the ankle was supposed to do,
thus not addressing the stiffness of the rider,
but rather avoiding it.

The first step towards more flexible ankles is to
place the stirrup under the balance point of the
foot. There is a reflex point located approximately
behind the second toe, just past the “ball” of
the foot. It is the point where the vertical and
horizontal axes of the foot intersect. To locate
this point, start by finding a similar point on the
palm of your hand. If you hold your hand softly
(not tensing it), then press on a point just
behind the last joint of your second finger, you

will find that as a spot where your hand wants to
fold around the pressure. This is the reflex point.
Now, try the same thing with your foot. Probe
the ground surface of your foot until you find a
similarly reactive point. With your boot or shoe
on, you can find that point by tapping on the
boot in the area of the reflex point. Most people
feel a lively “zing” when the reflex point is
tapped. It is similar to having the knee reflexes
tested with a rubber hammer.
Finding this point while you are mounted may
require recruiting a friend to tap the sole of
your foot. Tapping the side of the stirrup with
the butt of your whip may also help you find
the spot. It may seem at first that the stirrup is
much further back than you are accustomed
to. Try it; see if the ankle seems a little freer.
Have someone look to see if your heels aren’t
a bit deeper (no cheating by pushing harder!).
Be certain that you are not clamping your
knees and thighs to the saddle. Just let them
rest softly against your horse.

If this works for you, you may have to change
things a bit to accommodate the fashions in
the show ring. To achieve the “look” of your
stirrups being at the more forward point, which
is favored in equitation, angle the stirrup so
that it still crosses the balance point, but place
the outside bar of the iron is closer to the outside toe.
Next, be sure your foot is relaxed within your
boot. Are you able to wiggle your toes as
though you were going to play scales on a
piano with your toes? Be sure your foot is not
clenched, and that it is resting softly on the
sole of your boot.

Joshua Lyons, an Alexander Technique
teacher from Canada, developed another interesting exercise to improve the movement of
the ankle. Originally done lying down, it is also
very helpful if done while mounted. Riding
without your stirrups, do a couple ankle circles

Continued on next page .

WHEN SENDING MAIL TO THE CENTERED RIDING OFFICE,
PLEASE USE THE CORRECT STREET ADDRESS
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Heels Down – Getting to the Body Basics... Continued from previous page

to warm up. Then raise your toes as far up as
you can, then point them as far down as possible. Next, from the lowest point, waggle your
foot up and down about one inch, making as
small a movement as you can. Go up to the
uppermost end of your range of motion in
small increments, wagging your foot about 10
times at each level. Be sure to notice any gripping or tightening of you buttocks, thighs, or
calves while performing this exercise. The object is to achieve the movements without excess tension in your legs.
When you reach the uppermost point, do the
same going down to the bottom of your range.
When you have reached the bottom range, circle your ankle, thinking of your tibia (the larger
bone to the inside of your calf) as the center of
the circle. Make a large circle, then decrease
the size of the circle each circuit, until you are
making a small circle. Reverse the direction of
the circle and repeat, enlarging the circle each
time around. After this, think of the end of the
fibula, the outermost bone in your calf, as the
center of a circle around which you make decreasing and increasing circles.

People tend to think that working very hard will
make everything better. But sometimes, just
letting go makes things better – and easier.
Excess effort makes whatever you are doing
inefficient and more tiring.

Most of the information in this article is thanks
to Centered Riding and the Alexander Technique. Both modalities challenge the way you
think so you can change the way you move
and ride. The more you understand how your
body works in relation to what you seek to accomplish, the better it will work for you. In Centered Riding, we seek to make the connections
between what you are thinking and what you
are doing.
The resources used for this article are:

Centered Riding by Sally Swift (Trafalgar Square Books, 1985);
Centered Riding 2 – Further Explorations by Sally Swift (Trafalgar Square Books, 2002);
Joshua Lyons, Alexander Teacher (Joshua’s Joyful Ankles);
How to Learn the Alexander Technique by Barbara Conable
(Andover Press, 1995); and
Anatomy Trains by Thomas W. Myers (Churchill Livingstone,
2014). n

Gail M. Field is a Level IV Centered Riding Instructor and an Alexander Technique Teacher living
in Center Moriches, New York.

Circling the ankle
around the bottom of
the tibia and fibula
(shin bones)

Explore the range of
motion up and down of
the ankle

Relaxed, heel down
position for a dressage
or flat length, showing
the relationship between
the knee and the toe.

Artwork courtesy and copyright of Susan E. Harris

AWARENESS
Be aware of senses and

feelings to allow changes
to occur.

Relationship of the
bones of the leg in
a jumping length
position.

WHEN SENDING E-MAIL TO THE CENTERED RIDING OFFICE,
PLEASE USE THE CORRECT EMAIL ADDRESS

office@centeredriding.org
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First-Ever Creativity Workshop... Continued from page 5

That evening, we sat down to yet another great
meal, where Susan demonstrated equitation
maneuvers, using a zucchini! I put together an
obstacle course on the table, and when I had
the zucchini in hand, I talked about clear intent
and the position of the horse.

On Sunday, Lauren and Meagan put the previous evening’s theory into practice, riding over a
pole that had one end set on the jump standard.
Horses and riders were calm, relaxed, and
focused.

SHARED
ENERGY
When working with

shared energy, receive

as much energy from

the horse as you give.
Balance, energy and

impulsion interact and
result in effortless,

brilliant movement as
horse and rider share
their energy.
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Madison was one of the riders who wanted to
work on her seat. We honored her request, as
Susan conducted lessons in leading, followand-out, and backpedaling. At the end of
Sunday’s second lesson, Madison smiled as
she made the connection between backpedaling, lengthened stride, and a deeper seat.
Kelly rode Jake, her new horse. During the
Saturday mounted exercise, I smiled as her
expression grew more relaxed, indicating that

she’d made the right decision in purchasing this
particular horse.
A strength of this kind of workshop is how it
complements what Centered Riding-based
creativity is all about – focus, self-expression,
collaboration, and experimentation.

When it came time to leave Hillcroft Stables, I
found it difficult. I was parting company with
kindred spirits. I felt our bond was even stronger
since we were the first group to do a workshop
focused on arts-related self-exploration and
Centered Riding.
A question that came to me afterward: Would I
do such a clinic again? The answer is an unabashed, “Yes!” In fact, I have even purchased
a rolling suitcase. If the opportunity presents itself again, I will be able to bring along journals,
books, and art supplies. Have rolling suitcase,
will travel! n
Alys Culhane is a Level I Centered Riding instructor living in Palmer, Alaska.

Centered Riding Country Liaisons

Below are the Centered Riding members have agreed
to serve as their country liaison for 2016.

European Chairperson and Liaison for
Sweden:
Lotta Månnsön Söderstrom
lotta@instructor.net
Austria
Roswitha Schreiber-Jetzenger
info@pferdeerlebnis.at
Belgium
Valerie Cornille
info@equistyle.be
Canada
Sue Falkner-March
sfalknermarch@gmail.com
Denmark
Stine Joy Langkilde
stinejoy@hotmail.com
Finland
Ursula Turtiainen
Ursula.turtiainen@scanarab.net
Germany
Sonja Waggershauser
info@bachaeckerhof.de
Gabriele Vocke
gabrielevocke@web.de

Italy
Brigitte Mächler
maneggiobelvedere@alice.it
Japan
Hanako Shirai
khshiria@mb.infoweb.ne.jp
Netherlands
Margreet Bouwmeester
info@alona.nl
Scotland
Anne Currie
anne@ac-horsemanship.co.uk
Spain
Paula Ohlin
paulaohlin@gmail.com
Switzerland
Christa Müller christas.stall@bluewin.ch
Sara Kräuchi sara@sanfte-dressur.ch
UK
Lisa Pritchard
lisapritchard@themodernhorse.co.uk
United States
Susan Harris
sueharris46@yahoo.com

CR Country Liaisons Committee:
Chairperson: Sam Morrison (United States) wlcmhome@live.com
Sue Falkner-March (Canada) sfalknermarch@gmail.com
CR US Regions Committee:
Sam Morrison (United States) wlcmhome@live.com

Centered Trail Riding Instruction
by Alys Culhane

Alaska winters are cold; our unheated indoor arenas are even colder. Staying warm while teaching means I must wear my warmest cold-weather gear. I often wish I was out on the trail, where
the sun shines brightly, giving the illusion of heat.
I am a trail rider at heart. Each week, I teach a group of 11 or so riders who do mostly trail
riding. Last fall, they participated in their first Centered Riding clinic. During the darkest days of
winter, they enjoy riding in the safe confines of the local Saddle Up arena. They’re my friends;
they wanted Centered Riding instruction. So, as a newly minted Level I, I became their teacher.
When I took on this challenge, I asked myself: How can I help these riders and their horses
become more adept, confident, and savvy trail riders?

Alaskan trail riders face unique challenges in any season. There’s the rare chance of a grizzly
bear encounter and the greater likelihood of encountering a moose. In the winter, we share
what I call the “White Highway” – hard-packed snowmobile trails – with other trail users, including “fat tire” cyclists and snowmobilers. In the summer, we might encounter fast-flowing rivers,
muddy bogs and the ruts four-wheelers and swamp buggies leave behind.

In my teaching, I try to instill the sense of fearlessness we need out in on the trail – what
one rider laughingly called “the real world.” I do this by using my collection of “fun stuff,” including tarps, poles, hula hoops, traffic cones, barrels, swim noodles, and a half-dozen corn oil containers tied together with baling twine – to name just a few! These go hand-in-hand with the six
Centered Riding basics. Here are just a few examples.
Building Blocks (or Alignment) – It’s
much easier to develop and maintain selfalignment in the arena, which is flat, than
elsewhere, which may be hilly. Because we
have countless spruce trees in Alaska, Sally
Swift’s time-honored image of the spruce
tree is perfect. I tell my students to imagine
themselves as trees growing in both directions. I suggest that on the trail, they use
trees as markers when going up and down
hills. This allows our horses to move freely
and in balance on the up-and-down slopes.

MOVE!
When you feel stuck...
MOVE!

Allow your joints to

move with your horse.

Soft Eyes – I emphasize the importance of
the using peripheral vision, and internal and
external awareness. Riding in the arena,
we can practice taking in what’s ahead –
usually several horses and their riders.
That way, we can plan where we might go
next. Of course, I remind my students this
is essential when we’re out on the trail, as it
reduces the risk of accidents.

Breathing – I focus on diaphragmatic breath, particularly in raising and lowering the riders’ energy level as well as that of the horse. I’m convinced there’s no better place than the arena for
doing this sort of work; out on the trail, there are so many more distractions.

Centering – Returning to the use of images, first, I ask my students to place their hand on their

Continued on page 12
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Centered Trail Riding Instruction... Continued from page 11
abdomen, using the image of the sun, which I
describe as being a warm ball of emanating
light. I remind them this is the nerve center
that controls body movement. Focusing on the
center will serve them well on the trail, helping
them maintain mental and physical balance. In
addition, bringing this image to mind comes in
handy when one is tired, hungry, or lost – any
of which can happen when we’re exploring the
trails.

CLEAR INTENT
Clear Intent is a precise,

positive understanding

and picture of what you

want. It is a simple yet
powerful concept..

Clear Intent – Before I talk about clear intent,
I tell my students that even the best horse will
sometimes balk or refuse to do things when
out on the trail. I tell them about the time my
horse Mr. Siggi refused to cross a creek on the
return trip home. I recommend they use all the
Centered Riding basics. Then I have them do
an exercise involving the use of a teeter-totter
or bridge. I suggest they think in the second
person, including their horse in their directive.
They can imagine the horse tells them in a
loud voice exactly where they are going – for
example, “we are going toward the far wall,
turning left, and stepping onto and walking
over the bridge.” The point is that good trail
horses must cross bridges and so on. The
rider’s clear intent is paramount if she/he is to
take charge and make sure it happens.
Grounding – This is a very important basic.
I memorized Sally Swift’s definition of grounding, which is:

“It is a feeling that your well-established center
is dropping energy down through your legs
and feet into the ground, while the energy in
the ground comes up to your feet. . . You
[then] know that nothing, and no one, can
knock you over.”
In the arena, therefore, we practice imagining
our warm feet in the sand. This helps prepare
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us for when we feel anxious or insecure about
unstable terrain. When I ride, I add the thought
that grounding works best when I’m crossing
ice floes.
Today, I wore a light down jacket and a few
less layers when I taught. Lo and behold, I did
not even see my breath as I spoke! The sun
and warmth have returned. As arena riders,
our biggest challenge now is keeping our
horses from overheating. Everyone, including
me, is looking forward to the first group trail
ride – when we’ll put our Centered Riding
training to good use. n
Alys Culhane is a Level I Centered Riding
instructor living in Palmer, Alaska.

Clarification of Bodywork Requirements for CR Instructors
Upgrading to Instructor Level II
By Carol Parker

The bodywork requirements for upgrading
from Level I to Level II are separate and in addition to any bodywork conducted or practiced
during a Centered Riding Clinic of any type
(Open, Update, Instructor). The bodywork
sessions must be paid for and scheduled
separately, and be apart from any clinic work
in order to be considered a “stand-alone”
activity. Sessions are typically one hour in
length, but may be longer.

Please remember that an instructor applying to
upgrade to Level II must document a minimum
of five (5) hours of education in body awareness since becoming a Level I, including at
least one session in the Alexander Technique
and at least one session in Tai Chi (or Qigong).
Further study beyond these minimum requirements is strongly recommended.
If you have any questions about bodywork
activities that can be counted towards the
requirements to upgrade to Level II, please
feel free to contact the Level II Upgrade
Committee. Contact information is available
on the Centered Riding website at
www.centeredriding.org – click on “About CR,”
then on “Committee Chairs” and scroll down. n

Alys Culhane teaching

Carol Parker is a Level III Centered Riding
clinician living in New Fairfield, Connecticut.
Carol chairs the Level II Upgrade Committee.

Centered Riding Board of Trustees May 18, 2016 Meeting Minutes... Continued from page 6
approved, with “Belgium Instructors” to be
added underneath the logo, versus “Centered
Riding Belgium.” This information will be
shared with all country liaisons.

Discussion followed on the use of the name
“Centered Riding” on Facebook pages. All official Facebook pages should include the registered trademark: Centered Riding® Inc. The
question of distributing this message and possibly adding it to the CR P&Ps will be discussed at the next meeting.
Peggy reported a request from Sue Leffler to
trademark, in Spain, the Spanish version of
the name “Centered Riding.” She had corresponded with Mr. Joep Mens, JMTC Trademark Protection office in the Netherlands, who
advised against this practice due to high
costs, noting: “a good trademark is distinctive
on its own, not by translated versions;” and “it
could also give some risk that a trademark becomes a generic word.”

Sam will send a monthly communication to
liaisons and representatives to encourage networking and sharing of information/ideas/concerns, and the Board agreed.
Grievance Resolution Committee: No new
grievances.

Instructor Level II Upgrade Committee: Carol
Parker reported two upgrades approved:
Donna Bishop, USA; and Maki Tsuchiya,
Japan; and ongoing work on two pending
applications.

Level IV Committee: Peggy presented Gail
Field’s report: Christiane Hausladen was
granted an upgrade extension; the Sally Swift
Birthday Celebration was a success, and following it, there was a meeting of Level IVs.
The matter was discussed of offering
Senior/Level IV Emeritus status to one of the
Level IVs. Peggy proposed to: discuss this further with Gail and review relevant correspondence; and draft a letter from the Board,
offering this option to the individual.

Nominating Committee: Carol O’Donnell Wilson reported a call for nominees for election to
the Board and an article in the newsletter did
not result in any applications. There were
some suggestions of possible nominees;

research continues. Members are to elect four
positions during the summer. It was suggested
a Rider Member could be a nominee.

Publications and Newsletter: Mary Trafford reported the Spring edition was issued in March
and the Committee is on track with the Summer edition, scheduled for release in late
June.
Sponsorship Committee: Peggy reported
Regina Liberatore’s resignation as Chair, and
that the charge and future responsibilities and
tasks of this Committee must be discussed.
For now, the Committee will be declared “inactive” until there is resolution of these issues.
Strategic Planning: Carol Parker reported the
survey response tallies have been downloaded and English versions distributed to the
Committee; German, Dutch and Finnish versions were distributed to the translators,
Sonja, Ylvie and Ursula. A report on the data
received is expected in July.
Symposium: Peggy reported for Ylvie: no applications have been received for the 2017
Symposium. Ylvie will be asked to draft a letter and newsletter notice encouraging North
American instructors to apply.

YouTube/Video Channel: Judy Cross-Strehlke
reported the Committee continues its work on
setting up the two YouTube channels: a public
channel containing Centered Riding teaching
concepts and possibly video clips from the
2015 Symposium; and a private channel
containing instructional Centered Ridding
videos
Old Business:

EQUUS Grant Project: Peggy reported we
now have three volunteers who have noted
their grant-writing skills. She will encourage
Liz Gravatt to make contact with them and ask
for their help.

Website: Deb Moynihan has been developing
country pages, creating a test page, which she
reviewed with Marie at the Executive Office.
Marie has contacted YourMembership tech
support on some of the issues encountered.
She will continue working with Deb on this
project.

Continued on page 15.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following Centered
Riding Instructors
have successfully
upgraded:
New Level III
Upgrades:

Riia Makkonen (Finland)
Maki Tsuchiya (Japan
New Level III
Upgrades:

Daniela Arthold (Austria)
Donna Bishop (USA)
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Centered Riding Midwest at Equifest of Kansas
by Svetlana Hruda

Thousands of Midwestern horse lovers descended on Equifest of Kansas, held February
26 to 28, 2016. For the first time, this annual
equine exposition was at the Kansas
Expocentre in Topeka – and Centered Riding
(CR) Midwest was there!
CR Rider Member and Midwest Region Coordinator Jenna Brumm organized local CR
instructors to run a trade-show booth. The
following CR Instructors helped staff it: Level
IV apprentice Carol Wilson; Level I instructors
Becky Buchanan, Jennifer Clark, Carol Retzer
and Svetlana Hruda; and Level II instructor
Elizabeth Gravatt.

CR BUSINESS
& SUPPORTING
MEMBERS
BUSINESS MEMBERS:
Organizations:

Horse Park of New Jersey
Allentown, NJ USA
Individuals:

Aniko Marothy
The Teaching Horse
NETHERLANDS
Catrine Lilequist Sr
SWEDEN
Betsy Kelleher
Illinois, USA

SUPPORTING MEMBERS
Rebecca Barhel
Virginia, USA
Steffi Schade
GERMANY
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Thanks go to Ann Bennett, Level I instructor
from Mount Pleasant, Iowa. Ann kindly helped
cover the cost of booth, although she was unable to attend.
On the Saturday and Sunday, Carol Wilson
presented, discussing centering, breathing,
and building blocks, and how CR helps riders
develop a more secure seat. The other CR
instructors assisted. Saturday’s crowd of 150
represented the highest attendance of any
lecture that day! The audience of diverse
equestrians, whose CR experience varied,
benefitted from Carol’s excellent presentation
skills. Becky Buchanan kindly brought her
skeleton, Mr. T, which lent the sessions that
undeniable CR quality! The Basement Tack
Shop loaned a saddle and saddle stand.

On Sunday, Carol communicated her information with equal aplomb to a more intimate
audience of 20. Everyone enjoyed Carol’s
humor. She made the question-and-answer
session even more enjoyable by giving audience members chocolate treats as rewards for
correct answers!
All the instructors had fun staffing the booth
and chatting with the many equestrians who
visited. Several visitors were familiar with CR,
thanks to Sally Swift’s books. They expressed
interest in Carol Wilson’s Open CR clinic, held
in April, and in her lectures, and discovered
who the local CR instructors are. Many of the
attending instructors’ current students visited
the booth and attended the lectures.
The CR instructors enjoyed spending time
with each other. This was the second time
Centered Riding Midwest presented a trade
show booth and CR lectures at Equifest. The
members supported each other, attending
and promoting one another’s events, and
referring students. Equifest was an ideal
opportunity for instructors to see featured
clinicians in action and to engage in spirited
discussions on CR approaches to issues
clinicians addressed.

Jenna Brumm demonstrated her excellent
organizational skills when she managed to set
up a post-lecture surprise birthday party for
me at the CR booth – in spite of having to be
absent herself! All the instructors, except me,
knew about the party!

By all accounts, many Equifest of Kansas
attendees appreciated Centered Riding Midwest’s presence at the event. We look forward
to participating again! n
Svetlana Hruda is a Level I Centered Riding
instructor living in Lawrence, Kansas.

Centered Riding Board of Trustees March 16, 2016 Meeting Minutes... Continued from page 4
New Business:

Promotional Fund: This ad-hoc committee
under Alys Culhane, Chair, assisted by Pete
Praetorius and Susan Harris, has submitted
the Fund’s description, purpose, etc., and
grant application forms, to be posted on the
website.

EQUUS Grant Application: Carol Parker informed the BOT of the potential opportunity
to apply to the EQUUS Foundation for a
grant. No application has been made to date.

Marie has followed up with the first step – i.e.
registering with the EQUUS Foundation, to
render CR eligible for pursuing this grant.
Sally Swift 103rd Birthday Celebration will be
held in Brattleboro, Vermont, on April 16. Marie
will send an e-blast reminder to members.
The next BOT meeting will be May 18, 2016.
Respectfully submitted,
Sonja Waggershauser, Secretary
Centered Riding® Inc. n

Stall Calls

with Dr. Bruce Indek, D.C., A.V.C.A.

Your Horse is an Athelete

Many riders forget their horses are athletes. Whether you’re doing dressage, jumping or any
other equestrian discipline, you are still asking your horse to do a series of activities that is not
within the norm for a horse in everyday life.
All athletes should warm up and stretch before and after engaging in exercise. This helps to
prevent injury and improve performance. So why is your horse any different?
Some owners tell me they let their horses do their own stretches. But that doesn’t work.
Horses have neither the experience nor the knowledge to do it all.

How long to stretch and warm up is another question. Typically, I tell owners to devote 15 to
20 minutes of warm up and stretching before exercise, and another 15 to 20 minutes afterward.
If you don’t have the time to do that, then you don’t have the time to ride.
I am sorry if that sounds harsh. But if you don’t spend time stretching and warming up,
eventually, your horse will sustain soft-tissue injuries.
In future articles, I will address the specific kinds of stretches to do.
Dr Bruce Indek
Equine Chiropractor n

Dr. Bruce Indek is a chiropractor whose patients include humans and animals alike. He is also
a dressage rider. He lives in Weymouth, Massachusetts.
Centered Riding Board of Trustees May 18, 2016 Meeting Minutes... Continued from page 13
New Business:

Gail forwarded a question from attendees at
the Sally Swift Birthday Celebration: Is there
a way for certified Centered Riding instructors
to obtain an insurance discount through a CR
affinity program, such as the American Riding
Instructors Association offers? Peggy noted
her husband is well-informed on insurance issues; she will ask him to look into this.

Sue Leffler asked about obtaining Spanish
copies of the Centered Riding Open Clinic
and Centered Riding Instructor Update
Course certificates. The Board discussed the
importance of including the statements “This
certificate is for participation in a Centered
Riding Open Clinic. It does not qualify the
participant as a Centered Riding Instructor”

on the Open Clinic certificate, and “Continued
recertification in accordance with the schedule outlined in Centered Riding’s Policies and
Procedures is necessary” on the Instructor
Update Course certificate, in Spanish, if this
request is approved.
The Board voted on this proposal, and the
vote passed, approving commercial printing
of the Open Riding and Instructor Update
Course certificates in Spanish, including the
statements as noted above.

The next BOT meeting will be held Wednesday,
July 6, 2016, at 1:00 p.m. Eastern USA time.
Respectfully submitted,
Sonja Waggershauser, Secretary
Centered Riding® Inc. n

NEW
CR RIDER
MEMBERS
Holly Amber AcostaDoucette (Kansas)
Jessi Adcock (Kentucky)
Elizabeth Bunning (Iowa)
Stephanie Cantrell (Kansas)
Anne Darby (Iowa)
Laura Diers (Iowa)
Anita Dunham (Missouri)
Nanette Govoni Reida (Massachusetts)
Jeanne Hamerly (Missouri)
Patricia Hufford (Missouri)
Maureen Keller (Illinois)
Trina Lavertu (Maine)
Merry Lester (Colorado)
Marcia Lyon (Maine)
Reina Mecham (Kentucky)
Cindy O’Neal (Iowa)
Sandra Pentz (Missouri)
Patti Potts (Missouri)
Kaleana Scott (Kentucky)
Nicole Silva (Massachusetts)
Dianne Snyder (Kansas)
Rachel Strickland (Kentucky)
Kathy Truslow (Maine)
Olivia Williams (Kentucky)
Paisley Williams (Kentucky)
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Sally Speaks

From the Archives: Thoughts from Sally Swift for 1996

CONGRATULATIONS!
NEW CR LEVEL I
INSTRUCTORS

Level IV Clinician:
Margreet Bouwmeester
Clinic Location:
Rucphen, The Netherlands
• Barbara Faber
• Hester van der Geer
• Suzanne Geers
• Anita van Gils-Plasmeijer
• Monique de Hont
• Julia Jorna
• Brenda Marree Duis von Damm
• Miriam Melisse
• Marieke Nefkens
• Lucinda van Oorschot
• Ellen Veenhizen-Ruitenbeek
Level IV Clinician:
Angelika Engberg
Clinic Location:
Dreieich, Germany
• Claudia Poll
• Wibke Prange
• Maike Mirbach
• Vanessa Leitner
• Ann-Kathrin Maraun
• Natalie Acker
• Alexandra Ferber
• Josephina Beck

Level IV Clinician:
Nelleke Deen
Clinic Location:
Dongen, The Netherlands
• Elcke Den Oudsten
• Michellel Kooij
• Annita van de Kraats
• Elmi de Visser
• Cathelijne Tack
• Mik Wrekenhorst
Level IV Clinician:
Lucile Bump
Clinic Location:
Guilford, Vermont, USA
• Alex Corenthal
• Deborah Petrie

[Editor’s Note: This article is reprinted from
“Centered Riding News – Highlights 1996-1998.”
Twenty years later, our founder’s thoughts remain
as relevant, timely and wise as ever!]
People ask me, what do I want for Centered
Riding in the future? I want it to endure, to be a
strong and enduring thread through all kinds of
riding for all time. What is more, I feel secure in
my belief that Centered Riding stands on a very
sound tenet; the four basics plus grounding are
simple and powerful. Combined with “aware”
and “allow,” they are a positive influence for life
as well as for riding. Centered Riding will go
through changes. It already has. It will keep
evolving and rolling along, just as the world
keeps going on. It and the world have their ups
and downs, but have an inner rhythm which balances them out. It takes time, and the courage
to wait and trust. I have a profound belief that
the centered wisdom of the body will endure.
I have not always felt this way. When I was the
only one developing and teaching Centered
Riding, I was afraid that if I got bopped off, the
concept might die. Now that I have all of you, a
battery of teachers out there, I no longer worry.
Thank you and blessings on you. You teach a
little differently, each in your own way. Sometimes, there seems to be conflict. But give it
time and space and trust, and it will balance
out. After all, we all have those same basic
tenets which will endure, just as the world endures.

A few months ago, Wendy [Murdoch], sent out
a questionnaire to all who had been through our
Instructor Course over the years. We
received a very high level of response, which
included 30 pages of answers to essay questions. On the whole, the answers were very
positive about the benefits of Centered Riding.
But interestingly, points came up which we
should consider. Most said Centered Riding had
improved their teaching and their own
riding. Very few found it brought new clientele.
Other comments were: our clinics need to fill
the gap between the essential low-level experiences of basic CR on which all else stands, and
the higher-level movements, jumping and other
disciplines. People are feeling “left out” and
want more input on Centered Riding Inc. There
should be more ways for instructors to achieve
their all-important updates. We need more
upper-level instructors in all disciplines teaching
CR and hopefully, competing before the public

for greater visibility. These and a host of other
ideas and suggestions came out of this questionnaire. You will note that in other parts of this
Newsletter, many of the major problems have
been taken care of or are in the works.

Many answering the questionnaire like the
Newsletter, but most wanted more input on
methods by Level IV Instructors and/or short accounts of personal teaching experiences from
all levels of instructors. There was a substantial
plea for more national advertising and more articles in major magazines. We can only expand
the Newsletter if you in the field will send us
your articles. Do not be shy. We all are interested in what other people are doing or having
problems with. The same is true if you want a
question-and-answer column. All of it rests on
sufficient finances to cover increased pages
and postage. National publicity is expensive,
except for listings in calendars and articles in
major magazines. Our income comes from
membership fees, advertising, in the Newsletter and our new Directory, and additional
Newsletter subscriptions. We can only help
you if you will help us.
Centered Riding, by its very nature, must grow
slowly. Unless the base is solid, the top will totter. However, I think we now have a solid base.
If we work together, we can at this point move
faster up the ladder, as long as we also keep
adding to the base. Just as in your teaching you
must constantly remind your students to ground
and center themselves again, so must we keep
grounding and centering ourselves in helping
Centered Riding to grow and spread. n
Sally Swift (1913-2009) was the founder of
Centered Riding.

